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Comprehensive Company Analysis
We crunch a company’s numbers to tell you what
they really mean. Large-cap to small, domestic to
international we cover more stocks than anyone
else. We’ve used our expertise in equity analysis to
make the process both transparent and consistent.

Every stock has a story
We tell it in straightforward language.
Is a valuation driven by market
expectation? Might a company have an
operating advantage compared to others
in its space? Our company scorecards
rate a company’s dividend and earnings
qualities along with other performance
characteristics. And companies are always
scored relative to competitors so that their
stories fit together. We let you dig deep
with detailed analysis and statements.

Stories have multiple points of view
Sift, sort and screen the equities universe for over a hundred
common business attributes or search across themes like highquality dividends. Customize your own peer set to test new
ideas in minutes and change focus to any peer with a click.
Monitor your portfolio to determine if your investment strategies
are working and if your earnings are sustainable.

What we provide

Stock Screener
Zero-in on investment ideas using common
business terms.
Screen 40,000+ global equities. Updated daily.
Screen for companies using insight rather than
data.

Alerts
On peer-based
attributes, changes
in screening and
portfolio themes

Portfolios
Evaluate your portfolio’s alignment to
your investing strategies.
Identify the key constituents of your
portfolio performance across multiple
fundamental attributes.
Generate aggregate scores and alerts
for your portfolio. Easily monitor portfolio
changes and re-balancing opportunities.

Peer Based
Analysis
Gain multiple perspectives on a
company’s performance and outlook.
Take advantage of auto-suggested
or customizable peers. Generated
instantly.
Access relative scores for
Fundamental Performance, Earnings
Quality, & Dividend Quality.

Screening tools

Zero-in on the right investment
idea using common business
terms
You now have the freedom to pick out the stock
with the right story. We don’t restrict your search
to numbers like P/E ratios, Revenue Growth,
Market Capitalization, etc. We’ve embedded
the relationships between these numbers and
what that implies into our searches. Say you’re
interested in finding companies that are potential
acquisition targets. The factors to consider
include companies with bloated cost structures,
excess cash, below peer returns, and others
– a fairly complex, multi-dimensional analysis.
We’ve set it up so that you can simply search for
‘M&A targets.’ Or find companies that are likely
acquisition targets and have tight cost controls
with high-long term growth prospects! Or filter
for those that made their quarterly numbers by
using balance sheet reserves or changing their
accounting!

You can screen 40,000+ global equities for
dozens of attributes in these categories:
•
•
•

•

Geographical Region, Country &
Exchange
Sector & Industry group
Peer-based attributes like Relative Share
Price Performance, Earnings Leverage,
Sustainability of Returns, Dividend
Quality etc.
Company-Specific metrics like Market
Cap, Dividend Yield, Net Profit Margin
etc.

Simple but powerful, Stock Screener finds
you the needle in the haystack.

Snapshot

What’s the company’s score?

Customize peer set to your liking
Dynamically change the analysis

Get a quick picture of a company’s
performance and outlook

Fundamental Analysis
•
•
•

What are the drivers of the company’s valuation?
How is the current performance relative to peers?
Does the company have any borrowing constraints?

Gain competitive insight
into a company’s
performance, growth and
operating capabilities
relative to peers

•

We analyze companies by assessing
several years of financial filings including
latest filings data and market data as of
last night. This comprehensive portrait of a
company’s history, operating performance,
and competitive landscape has real depth
and color:

•

•
•
•

Does the company have a share price
premium? Is it sustainable and justified?
Is the current share price based on the
company’s operating performance or
expectations of growth in its earnings?
What strategy is the company following
to generate margins?
Is the company’s capital investment
program sufficient to support growth?
How does the company score relative
to peers across all of these factors?

Empowered with these insights about a
company’s current position, its growth and
operating capabilities (and constraints), and
its available strategic options you can now
take action on your ideas.

Corporate Actions

•
•
•

Anticipate strategic actions
a company might pursue

What are the company’s strategic options?
Should the company return capital to investors by
increasing dividends or buying shares?
Is the company a potential merger target or acquirer?

We identify multiple factors (including any
operating constraints) that might compel
a company to initiate strategic actions
including possible changes to its dividend,
buying back its shares, and pursuing
acquisitions or becoming a target itself.
We address the following questions:
•
•
•

Is the company management under
pressure to act? What are their strategic
options?
Should the Company reinvest? Should it
return capital to investors by increasing
dividends or buying back shares?
Is the company a potential target for a
merger? Might it make an acquisition?

Dividend Quality

• Is the company’s dividend quality high, medium or low?
• Has the Dividend Quality trend been consistent over time?
• Does the company have enough cash to pay full dividends if
there is a crunch?

Judge the quality of a
company’s dividend

Assess the quality of dividends and
understand the risks associated with the
current level of dividends being paid by a
company.
•

•
•
•

Is the company able to pay its dividends
from its operating and investing cash
flows? Or does it need to raise money
to make its dividend payment?
Has the dividend quality been
consistently high and is that trend under
pressure?
Is the cash balance sufficient to cover
its dividend in the event of a sudden
deterioration in operating performance?
How does the dividend quality of
the company rate relative to its
competition?

Earnings Quality

•

Is the accounting policy conservative or
aggressive?
Is the company unlocking reserves to
make its earnings?
What accrual has the biggest impact on
the company’s earnings?

•
•

Evaluate the quality of
a company’s earnings
and uncover potential
accounting irregularities
Examine a company’s financial statements
to determine the quality of its operating
performance and the soundness of its
declared earnings.

Our unique earnings quality reports help you
uncover:
•
•

•
•

If the company is making its earnings
numbers from sound operating results or
by temporarily unlocking reserves
If the company is being more
conservative or aggressive in its
accounting policies compared to the
industry; or if the company has offbalance sheet issues
The items that have the biggest impact
on the company’s declared earnings
Rating for the company’s earnings quality
compared to peers

Portfolio

Analyze your investment
strategies with portfoliotracking tools

•

Is portfolio aligned with your
investment strategy?

•

Do you know the aggregate
scores for your holdings?

•

Do you know how your
companies rate compared to
peers?

Do the companies in your portfolio align with
your investment goals?
•

•

•

Every stock in the portfolio is analyzed
with respect to its peers and scored
giving you an aggregated view that is
consistent.
What share of the stocks in your portfolio
has a capital investment strategy that
supports growth? Is there a company
with substandard growth expectations
(relative to peers, as always) that’s
undermining your investment goals?
Re-balance and try out an alternative
scenario in seconds.

Alerts

Respond to meaningful
movement of companies in
the market.

Has a company’s share price performance
gone from leading to lagging with respect
to its peers? Did a company cut its dividend
or increase it? Set up complex alerts with a
click and stay on top of game. Our data is as
of last nights close and trends over 5 years.
•
•
•
•

Company-based alerts
Portfolio alerts
Stock-screener alerts based on your
screening filters
Peer-relative attribute alerts including
dividend quality, earnings quality, growth
expectations and dozens of other factors

Why we’re unique
Because numbers aren’t enough: We apply financial analysis algorithms and
business rule methodologies to company filings and financial markets data and produce
comprehensive reports. Reports that capture not just the performance characteristics and
market movements of stock but the relationships between these numbers over time. Each
company is then compared and contrasted with its peers using the same rigor and the same
consistent framework. Our approach embeds many decades of Sell side analyst, Consulting,
Investment Banking and Technology experience. You now have instantaneous access to
meaningful actionable information that normally takes weeks to put together and scrutinize.
Unparalleled coverage of global securities: tens of thousands more than any other
provider! International securities are analyzed with the same thoroughness as domestic ones
and we give you multiple-currency views.
Patent-pending concepts and tools: no one thought an equity research report with this
level of granularity could be automated but we did it. Big data meets business rules to tell a
story.

Coverage

N. America

12200

E. Europe
W. Europe 1100

6600

M. East

700

Africa

800

Asia

15000
Pacific

1800

S. America

900

Objective

Transparent

Customizable

Multiple Perspectives

Current

A systematic,
algorithmic approach
applied consistently to
analyze all companies.

Our reports are
backed by commonly
understood metrics and
supporting charts. There
are no “black box”
computations.

Customize and
compare the peer set
for the level of detail
you require.

Equity analysis,
corporate actions,
dividend quality, and
earnings quality – all in
one place give you a full
picture.

All reports are derived
from the latest company
filings and latest share
valuations – no stale
information or old
reports.

